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By accessing and using the Alberta Energy website to download or otherwise obtain a scanned mineral
assessment report, you (“User”) agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions:
a) Each scanned mineral assessment report that is downloaded or otherwise obtained from Alberta
Energy is provided “AS IS”, with no warranties or representations of any kind whatsoever from Her
Majesty the Queen in Right of Alberta, as represented by the Minister of Energy (“Minister”),
expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, no warranties or other representations from the
Minister, regarding the content, accuracy, reliability, use or results from the use of or the integrity,
completeness, quality or legibility of each such scanned mineral assessment report;
b) To the fullest extent permitted by applicable laws, the Minister hereby expressly disclaims, and is
released from, liability and responsibility for all warranties and conditions, expressed or implied, in
relation to each scanned mineral assessment report shown or displayed on the Alberta Energy website
including but not limited to warranties as to the satisfactory quality of or the fitness of the scanned
mineral assessment report for a particular purpose and warranties as to the non-infringement or other
non-violation of the proprietary rights held by any third party in respect of the scanned mineral
assessment report;
c) To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, the Minister, and the Minister’s employees and
agents, exclude and disclaim liability to the User for losses and damages of whatsoever nature and
howsoever arising including, without limitation, any direct, indirect, special, consequential, punitive or
incidental damages, loss of use, loss of data, loss caused by a virus, loss of income or profit, claims of
third parties, even if Alberta Energy have been advised of the possibility of such damages or losses,
arising out of or in connection with the use of the Alberta Energy website, including the accessing or
downloading of the scanned mineral assessment report and the use for any purpose of the scanned
mineral assessment report so downloaded or retrieved.
d) User agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Minister, and the Minister’s employees and agents
against and from any and all third party claims, losses, liabilities, demands, actions or proceedings
related to the downloading, distribution, transmissions, storage, redistribution, reproduction or
exploitation of each scanned mineral assessment report obtained by the User from Alberta Energy.
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TEMPLETON EXPLORATION LTD.
302, 627 - 8TH AVENUE S.W.
CALGARY. ALBERTA

June 7, 1969

Inland Chemicals Ltd.
P.O. Box 4183
Station ltD11
VANCOUVER 9 British Columbia
ATTENTION: NR. R. CAMPBELL
Sulphur Prospecting Permit No. 19
Suxnmaryxploration Report
Six Month Period Ending May 21, 1969
Dear Sirs:
The above noted Sulphur Prospecting Permit was renewed November 21,
1968.
It was originally planned to carry out additional surface geological
investigations and shallow core for drilling during the period under review.
Upon further consideration and in view of the very cold winter, this plan
was considered impractical. Accordingly it was decided to delay any on
the ground investigations until the summer or fall of 1969 and, during the
period under review to continue with regional and air photo studies and
near surface sample examinations.
Additional aerial photographs were obtained of this area and these
were reviewed. On the basis of this study it appears likely that Devonian
outcrops will be found on Permit No. 19. This will require further field
investigation to confirm and to check for the possibilities of adjacent
sulphur occurrences.
Three wells were drilled during the past year in the vicinity of the
permit. Information obtained from these three holes was incorporated into
previous sub-surface studies carried out by J. C. Sproule and Associates
and by Templeton Exploration Ltd. It is expected that near surface samples
will be obtained on these holes. Studies will be made of these samples and
correlated with studies carried out on seismic shot hole samples obtained
from Hudson's Bay Oil and Gas Company in 1968.
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-2Summary and Recommendations
Due to the impracticability of carrying out surface investigations
during the winter months, this phase of the work program has had to be
postponed until later in 1969. Work done over the past winter, however,
has lead to the conclusion that additional work is justified.
It is recommended that the following exploration plans be adopted
for the summer of 1969:
1. That all near-surface drill-cuttings and logs on the three
newly drilled wells be examined and incorporated into previous studies.
2. That surface geological investigations be made on Permit No. 19
along the banks of the Mikkwa River to check for the possible occurence
of a Devonian outlier and any sulphur occurrences in the area and adjacent
to this outlier.
3. That if Devonian rocks are found at the surface and/or sulphur
occurrences are noted by the geological surface party, shallow core hole
drilling will be undertaken.

Yours truly,
.

TEMPLETON EXPLORATION LTD.

C. W. Templeton
Consulting Geologist
CWT: SM
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Inland Chemicals Canada Ltd.
P.O. Box 4183
Station lID1!
VANCOUVER 9, British Columbia

INVOICE

TO:
•

Geological and air-photo studies of Fort
Vermillion area with particular reference
to Mikkwa River area and Sulphur Permit
No. 19.

Our Fee:

$ 3200.00

TEMPLETON EXPLORATION LTD.
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